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                                         CHAPTER 8 
 
 
                        EVOLUTION: THE PROBLEM 
 
 
 
“To suppose that the evolution of the wonderfully adapted biological mechanisms has 

depended only on a selection out of a haphazard set of variations, each produced by blind chance, 
is like suggesting that if we went on throwing bricks together into heaps, we should eventually be 
able to choose ourselves the most desirable house” — C.H. Waddington.1 

 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

Darwinian evolutionary theory is not nearly as well established as some claim.2 It became 
increasingly complex in the latter half of the 20th century, with two main contenders emerging. 
Simplistically put, there were: (i) variations on traditional Darwinian selectionist models where the 
environment selects the most appropriate of the gene mutations or gene combinations available, 
and (ii) the Neutral theory, where the various host genes arising select their most accommodating 
ecological niche. These two theories began their lives poles apart, but as more and more data 
accumulated, they have been driven further together, eventually to such an extent that it is hard to 
tell the difference.  

In this chapter, I present a detailed account of each, first in historical outline (essentially an 
updated version of the first 1989 edition for this book3), and then of their fate and further 
understanding in this 21st century. I have done this in a detail, mostly because the demonstration 
of a firm understanding of the background state of affairs would seem essential for any theoretical 
departure from it, particularly in so radical a manner as I intend to present in Chapter 9. The first 
historical section is particularly detailed, and to spare the reader who prefers to move, it is marked 
as such.  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The difficulties of explaining evolution in traditional neodarwinian terms are much more serious 

than generally recognised. That natural selection occurs is undoubted, but what is in question is its 
extent and degree of importance in explaining the huge range of diversity we now see in living 
forms. To understand some of the problems and difficulties, I start with an historical examination of 
the development of Darwinian theory itself, and of some of its extension in the light of data 
accumulated over the 150 odd years since its inception in 1858. 4 If that analysis is at all 
comprehensive, it should at the very least be able to avoid criticism of those5 who believe that 
some of the previous attacks on Darwin‘s theories6 are themselves flawed by being based on what 
is now outmoded data. And if, at the same time, we can make our examination at all penetrating, 
we might be able to develop an interpretation better able to explain some of the present-day 
problems. 

 
 
 
EVOLUTIONARY THEORY: HISTORICAL ASPECTS 
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DARWINISM 
 
Darwin‘s influence on the mainstream of evolutionary theory remains profound. It is of course 

true that he contributed a wealth of important observational data, but his most profound 
contribution was to provide, together with Wallace,7 a theory which gave for the first time a rational 
basis for understanding and studying the evolutionary process. This is important to bear in mind 
because our difficulty in dealing with present-day evolutionary problems stems as much from an 
inability to provide new concepts that improve significantly on the Darwinian theoretical framework, 
as it does from any lack of information. No amount of dispute about the validity of the theory of 
natural selection will make much impact until Darwin‘s views can be extended or replaced by what 
are, broadly speaking, better ones, i.e. theories better able to encompass the wider body of 
information now available, and make more accurate predictions from them. This is particularly so 
in a climate of the ongoing debate between natural selection and creationism as the underlying 
cause of evolution.8,9 Because we may therefore eventually be driven back to consider the 
importance of theory-formulation to further progress, it is worth beginning our analysis by 
examining just how Darwin himself formulated his own views.  

 
Contrary to the impression given in the opening paragraph of his Origin of Species, Darwin 

had begun to develop the framework for his evolutionary theory long before his own assimilation 
and analysis of the data was complete.10 Although claiming to proceed entirely by analysing the 
evidence according to the so-called ―inductive canons‖ of the day, it seems likely that he made this 
claim largely to avoid the criticism of subjectivism in his evaluation of empirical evidence. His real 
method may have been more closely reflected in a letter to a young scientist, written in 1863, 
which contained the following advice: ―I would suggest to you the advantage, at present, of being 
very sparing in introducing theory in your papers . . . let theory guide your observations, but till 
your reputation is well established, be sparing of publishing theory. It makes persons doubt your 
observations‖11 From this and similar statements,12 it is clear that Darwin believed that ―all 
observation must be for or against some view if it is to be of any service.‖13 In this respect, it would 
seem that the main basis for Darwin‘s initial theory formulation was analogical in that he saw the 
possible links between the evolutionary process and two quite separate general ideas of that day. 
One was man‘s success in artificial selection and breeding, particularly in plants, as repeatedly 
referred to in Origin of Species.4 The other was the application of a view put forward by the 
sociologist, Malthus, at the time, that there must be an upper limit to the size of any human 
population wherever competition exists within it for limited resources.14 It seems likely that these 
two broad views provided the general basis for the theoretical framework from which Darwin 
subsequently synthesised his observational data. These considerations will again be important to 
us later when we come to analyse some of the present-day problems, and attempt to develop 
improved theories to better cope with them. But so that we may set the stage for that analysis, I 
should first like to look at the progress of evolutionary fact and theory from Darwin‘s time until now. 

 
Essentially, Darwin‘s concept was that natural selection worked on an innate variety present 

within the biosphere.4 Quite where this variety came from Darwin was unable to say at the time. 
Indeed, where expressed, his own views on the subject were distinctly Lamarckian, but given that 
such variety existed, his overwhelming contribution was to suggest that nature selected from it 
those forms most fit to survive and reproduce, and that this provided the driving force behind what 
appeared to be an orderly, almost deterministic progression of the evolutionary process. True, 
there were many aspects of evolution and speciation that he could not readily explain at that time, 
as recognised by Darwin himself, and strongly voiced by his opponents.15 The more penetrating of 
these arguments were the lack of any evidence of the expected transition forms between related 
species within the fossil record; the maintenance of very primitive forms of life from very early 
times until now despite the passage of aeons of evolutionary time for more highly developed 
species to have replaced them by competition and natural selection; the problem of parallel 
evolution (i.e. the separate development of analogous species in highly different environments and 
geographic locations); the nature of so-called ―group selection‖; and the difficulty of understanding 
just how any finally advantageous characteristic (e.g. mimicry of plants by insects, or the 
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acquisition of an eye) could ever be developed by any process of gradual evolution through 
successive stages, when only the end-product itself seemed to possess selective advantage.4  

 
Mivart and his proponents challenged the view that life evolved gradually, whether by 

processes of natural selection or otherwise, and believed that sudden ‗saltation‘ events were much 
more important, particularly in speciation.15 But Darwin and most others of the time held firmly to 
the old dictum that “Natura non facit saltum” 4 - Nature does not make jumps - or at the very most 
would only go as far as to agree with Milne Edwards that ―nature is prodigal in variety but niggard 
in innovation‖.4 It was that variety in life on which Darwin saw natural selection working to create 
evolutionary progress and speciation, rather than any occasional innovative event. He did attempt 
to explain some of the observational difficulties of the time, partly by arguing that there was 
insufficient information then to resolve them. More tellingly, though, he was very effectively able to 
point to the lack of any satisfactory and credible alternative. As we shall see, many of the 
problems of that day still remain despite the vast accumulation of data since, but it seems as clear 
now as then, that the Darwinian framework will continue to prevail2  unless dissenting voices can 
provide an improved theoretical framework for data interpretation. This is, perhaps, as Thomas 
Kuhn would have predicted.16 

 
 
NEO-DARWINISM 
 
In 1883, Weismann challenged the so-called ‗Lamarckian‘ idea that acquired characteristics 

could be inherited.10 That, and the later rediscovery of Mendel‘s work,10 allowed de Vries12 to 
place that variety which Darwin saw everywhere but could not explain, on a genetic mutational 
basis. Following that, the modern Darwinist school, neodarwinism, was born. By incorporating 
Gregor Mendel's re-discovered laws of inheritance, the fundamentals of this eventual ‗modern 
evolutionary synthesis‘ were finally arrived at, largely independently, by S. S. Chetverikov, R. A. 
Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane and Sewall Wright in the 1920s and 1930s.10 In essence, this new version 
of the theory held that mutation and sexual recombination provided the ―raw materials‖ for nature 
to select by competition those individuals of highest (reproductive) fitness, and that by this means 
the gene pool best adapted to the prevailing environmental conditions gradually emerged.10  

Over the subsequent years, an analysis of the relative contributions of mutation versus gene 
recombination to the progress of evolution culminated in a general downgrading of the former and 
the placement of a much greater emphasis on genetic recombination, at least in sexually-
reproducing species. Apart from the fact that mutation was known to be mostly detrimental, this 
conclusion was brought about largely by Haldane‘s recognition that the spread and fixation of any 
new (rare) beneficial mutation in a population would require the existing (and now relatively-
detrimental) gene be superseded, so necessitating that individuals and families containing it be 
replaced by what amounted to their ―genetic death‖. This led to what became known as Haldane‘s 
dilemma of the ―genetic load‖, and is best expressed in Haldane‘s own words: ―It is convenient to 
think of natural selection provisionally in terms of juvenile deaths. If it acts in this way, by killing off 
the less fit genotypes, we shall calculate how many must be killed while a new gene is spreading 
through a population‖.17 In biological terms, Haldane estimated that approximately 30 times the 
average number of individuals present in a single generation within a population would eventually 
have to die to achieve a new gene substitution. If death due to the selective process removed, on 
average, 10% of the individuals in any one generation, this meant that about 300 generations 
would need to pass to successfully substitute of a single new gene at any one genetic locus. In 
reality, of course, important evolutionary changes must involve the substitution of many genes,17 
and because of this we can estimate that the ―ravages of death‖10 necessary to substitute 
favoured alleles by random mutations at many independently acting genetic loci would be so 
enormous that either the population would become extinct, or else unwieldy lengths of time and 
numbers of generations would have to pass before real evolutionary progress could occur from 
any natural selection process.10 As Dobzhansky pointed out,10 if species differ in hundreds or even 
thousands of genes, it was hard to understand how any new species could ever be formed by 
such means. Haldane‘s view therefore placed considerable restrictions on selectionist evolutionary 
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theory. Largely because of these constraints, most came to believe that evolution, at least in 
higher and sexually-reproducing species, occurred largely by natural selection acting on a genetic 
variability derived from gene recombination, the ―raw materials‖ for which had already been 
generated by the recurrent mutations of a long time ago.18  

 
 ‗Purifying’ Natural Selection 
 
Whilst it was generally accepted that genetic change of such type might well provide a basis 

for ‗positive‘ Darwinian selection to ‗improve‘ species during evolution, it was also recognised that 
some natural selection must work in a much more negative way to keep important genes or arrays 
of ―adaptively-coherent‖ species genotypes protected from any change or disintegration.12 The 
neodarwinist school certainly came to believe that very little present-day mutation in higher 
species could have positive Darwinian effects. On the contrary, they saw most of it as being 
detrimental, and as such eliminated by what became known as ‗purifying‘, ‗normalising‘, or 
‗stabilising‘ natural selection,10 in a manner which was essentially non-contributory to the further 
progression of the species concerned. 

 
 
     NEUTRALISM 
 
All seemed in agreement at about that time, but application of the modern techniques of 

molecular biology to the field of population genetics in the 1960s brought forward discoveries that 
had a devastating effect on evolutionary theory, from which it seems even yet not to have 
recovered. These studies showed that, in sharp contrast to the predictions of the time, the rate of 
amino acid substitution within proteins during evolution was exceedingly rapid, far in excess of 
anything allowed under Haldane‘s limitation. Kimura‘s studies were seminal,19 and showed both 
the high rate of amino acid substitution during evolution, and the extent of the problem that in turn 
posed for evolutionary theory. He calculated that in the evolutionary history of mammals, for 
example, nucleotide substitution had been so fast as to cause, on average, one nucleotide-pair to 
be substituted within species roughly every two years. And when this was taken in conjunction 
with Haldane‘s limitation, it obviously imposed, in neodarwinian terms, a genetic load far too high 
for any mammalian species to tolerate. This led Kimura to suggest that most of the nucleotide 
mutations underlying such amino acid substitutions must be virtually neutral from the standpoint of 
natural selection.19 From that time on, evolutionary theory has been split along two broad lines, 
‗neutralist‘ and ‗traditionalist‘.  

Over the years, both sides made important points but, as we shall see, neither gave sufficient 
explanation of the problem to allow it to stand alone. It is of interest in this respect that those 
investigators studying evolution at the macroscopic, phenotypic or population level have tended to 
follow the classical neodarwinian school of thought, whilst biochemical and molecular evolutionists 
were much more inclined to pursue the neutralist line. This is revealing of the problem that 
confronts us, and is a point we shall come back to. 

 
There is no doubt that, at the molecular level, the neutralist view soon found support. Thus, 

when the technique of amino acid analysis was applied across a broad range of proteins, it turned 
out that not only was there an extremely rapid rate of molecular substitution within particular 
proteins, but a remarkably constant one overall between different lineages20  — sometimes even 
between different proteins — and this was not at all predicted by the selectionist view. In 
neodarwinian terms, one would have expected very different substitution rates for the different 
proteins, depending on their functions and environments of adaptation, with even functionally-
similar proteins evolving at very different rates in separate evolutionary lines through differences in 
the selection pressures of their exposure. By contrast, what emerged looked more like the ticking 
of some molecular evolutionary clock20 unfettered by external influence. This relative constancy of 
amino acid substitution was all the more impressive when one took into account differences 
between species at the organismal level. Thus, frogs, which have maintained a similar rate of 
amino acid substitution in their proteins to mammals, were found to have remained essentially 
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unchanged morphologically over an evolutionary time-scale which has seen enormous phenotypic 
development within the mammalian species.21  

 
Even more striking in this respect were the genes of the so-called ―living fossils‖ which seem to 

have undergone as many DNA substitutions as the corresponding genes of much more rapidly 
evolving species.22 And with the exception of arginine, amino acid composition over many proteins 
and species was in fairly good agreement with what would be expected if the purine and 
pyrimidine bases were arrayed merely at random along a DNA string.23 This, again, does not 
speak highly of any deterministic process, of natural selective or other type. 

Not only was there found to be a rapid rate of replacement of the different amino acids within 
proteins over evolutionary time, but widespread molecular differences were also discovered in the 
allelic forms of genes carried by the different members of species at any given time — even 
between the different individuals within a single population12 — and this was entirely unexpected, 
indeed almost prohibited, by the classical neodarwinian view. According to that hypothesis, the 
gene pool of any population should consist at each genetic locus of the so-called ‗wild-type‘ allele, 
with a frequency approaching one. Mutant or alternative forms of alleles would be permitted at 
each locus, but these should occur with only very low frequency, being normally rapidly eliminated 
as inferior genotypes by natural selection. But what emerged, in sharp contrast, was the existence 
of many different forms of genes within the different individuals of various populations 
(polymorphism) and one, moreover, involving not just the occasional genetic locus within the odd 
species here and there, but in up to 50% of the measurable genetic loci across species as 
different as drosophila and man.12,23,24 What is more, even some of these striking early figures 
may well have been an underestimate of the true degree of polymorphism present within 
populations.25  

 
 
Neutralism and the Genetic Code 
 
Apart from this evidence at the level of functional proteins, analysis within nuclear DNA itself 

provided further support for the view that gene substitution might be both frequent and neutral. 
Thus, because of the ‗degeneracy‘ of the genetic code, some DNA nucleotide substitutions - 
particularly those affecting the third position of coding triplets - occur without having any effect at 
all on the amino acid produced, and it turned out that substitution at such sites is relatively 
frequent and in fairly good agreement with expectations under a purely neutral or random 
mutational view.19,26,27  

 
 
Neoclassicism 
 
Overall, then, the high rate of amino acid substitution observed in different proteins appeared 

to be consistent with the view that it was driven by random nucleotide substitution. But it was also 
recognised that there were some proteins, and especially some areas or particular proteins, that 
were very restricted in amino acid variation throughout evolution,20,28 and this required some 
adjustment to the purely neutralist view. Further analysis showed that this relative invariance could 
be correlated with the degree of functional significance of the protein, or protein ‗domain‘, 
concerned. For example, it was found that the evolutionary rate of molecular substitution in histone 
molecules, known to be of great functional significance, was far below that in the functionally 
much-less-important fibrinopeptide molecules.22 Equally, the rate of internal changes within 
individual protein molecules seemed to vary inversely with their functional significance. Thus, the 
surface parts of the alpha and beta globin chains of haemoglobin have undergone a rate of amino 
acid substitution approximately 10 times higher than the functionally much more significant haem 
pocket area.22 Because of these observations, the neutralists were forced to don a more 
selectionist cap, even if a somewhat negative one, for they now found themselves having to agree 
that such observations were best explained as the workings of ‗purifying‘ or ‗normalising‘ natural 
selection acting to prevent functionally-important areas of molecules from any change during 
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evolution, and in this sense they became what Lewontin referred to as ‗neo-classicists’.23 
When the early dust had settled, therefore, the neutralists were not seen to be making the 

claim that all amino acids within proteins were free to vary at random. On the contrary they saw 
such variation in functionally important proteins and protein ‗domains‘ as being potentially 
deleterious, and eliminated as such by the action of ‗purifying‘ natural selection. As neo-classicists, 
the neutralists did not now deny the occasional workings of natural selection, even if in this rather 
negative and restricted sense, but they did deny that the great bulk of genetic variation at the 
molecular level could be accounted for by any selectionist process, and still held firmly that in 
order to be reconciled with Haldane‘s limitation, most of it must be the result of neutral nucleotide 
mutations, randomly fixed.23  

The traditional evolutionists, on their part, were quite unable to accept that neutral mutation 
could be at all common, or that the process of natural selection and adaptation which had proved 
so potent as a means of explaining change at the morphological level could not still be the 
overwhelming factor driving substitution at the molecular one.20,23 Lewontin summed up the core of 
their opposition to neutralism:23  

―If the empirical fact should be that most of the genetic change in species formation is indeed 
of this non-Darwinian sort, then where is the revolution that Darwin made?‖   

 
POLYMORPHISM 
 
Right from the time of the discovery of extensive amino acid substitution in proteins during 

evolution (from poymorphism, or many different gene variants in the same species), traditionalists 
adopted the view that much could be explained by what they called diversifying selection i.e. the 
selection of different molecular forms of genes under the differential selection pressures arising in 
different environments — even including different micro-environments within the same geographic 
area. This view held a great deal of attraction, particularly as it seemed such a reasonable 
extension of Sewell Wright‘s concept of adaptive peaks and valleys, whereby particular 
populations within species could become better adapted to one geographic area than another.10 
Moreover, at the phenotypic level, there was ample experimental evidence that environmental 
pressure could have a strong influence to determine the direction evolution takes (so called 
directional selection). This was to be seen, for example, in the development of resistance to DDT 
in the household fly, resistance to the anti-coagulant warfarin in rats, industrial melanism in moths, 
and in man‘s success in artificial breeding for desired characteristics in plants.12 Indeed, as 
Lewontin pointed out,23 there appeared to be hardly any character — morphogenetic, behavioural, 
or physiological — that could not be selected for under appropriate circumstances. And at the 
molecular level, the protein products of the different allelic forms of genes derived from different 
environments often showed real biochemical differences.23,29 Although there was no certainty that 
these in vitro differences had any real meaning in physiological terms,23 they were at least 
compatible with the view that molecular variation in nature did provide a much broader basis on 
which natural selection could act than the neutralists would allow. 

But many criticisms could be levelled at the concept of diversifying natural selection, from both 
the viewpoints of population genetics and molecular evolution. The first and general one was that 
if so many possible micro-environments could exist to suit all the different populations among 
living forms, where lay all the competition supposedly so important in facilitating natural selection 
and bringing forth the enormous biological diversity we now see? In molecular terms, there was 
the even greater difficulty of Haldane‘s dilemma of the genetic load, for if most observed molecular 
variations were held to be of biological significance, genetic load became intolerably high. There 
were again a number of possible ways around this difficulty, but though some such as the 
threshold models of selection diminished the genetic load problem,30,31 none was able to resolve it 
completely. So the paradox remained that there was far too much polymorphism in nature to be 
explained by any of the then understood processes of natural selection.32  

The traditionalists therefore had trouble winning a decisive victory, but equally, the Neutralists 
by no means had things all their own way. Even allowing that they, as neo-classicists, had made 
concessions to Darwinist views through their acceptance of a role for ‗purifying‘ natural selection, 
they were still in a relatively negative position. It remained difficult to see how either genetic 
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recombination, and/or the odd few favourable mutations they allowed at occasional genetic loci, 
would provide any realistic basis for the immense biological diversity observed among living forms. 
Moreover, even within their own molecular stronghold, problems began to arise. For example, 
although the general point about the constancy of the rate of amino acid substitution in proteins 
during evolution was taken, Lewontin pointed out that much of it might be explained merely by the 
―law of averages,‖ which could conceal quite a deal of selective fluctuation in both space and 
time.23 More importantly, detailed calculations showed that this relative constancy of amino acid 
substitution rate was in fact a constancy per year, and not the constancy per generation span 
expected under a purely random mutational process.24 Even conceding that there might be some 
inaccuracies in estimates of true amino acid substitution rates,24 the neutralists18 were never able 
to answer this point adequately — as they eventually had to acknowledge.20  

Another difficulty was the comparative rarity of substitution of the amino acid, arginine, 
throughout protein evolution — much rarer than was expected from chance alone.27 But when 
confronted with such anomalies, the neutralists tended to turn neoclassicist and explain these 
effects as the action of ‗purifying‘ natural selection working in functionally important areas of 
protein to eliminate potentially disadvantageous mutations — of which arginine replacement, they 
now said, might be one.18,27 Thus, the neutralists wanted to have it both ways,23 neutral mutation 
and random drift where there was widespread molecular variation on the one hand, and the action 
of purifying natural selection working to keep particular functions free from any change when there 
was a relative constancy of amino acids at particular protein sites, on the other.  

Apart from the obvious criticism that this extended version of neutralism now began to look 
suspiciously all-embracing in Popperian terms - as ad hoc adjustments to theory to accommodate 
new information6,33 - there were other observations that even this new account found difficult to 
explain. In particular, essentially the same spectrum of polymorphism and pattern of allelic 
distribution was found between widely differing populations within species, and this was strongly at 
variance with expectations under the neutralist view.23 The essence of neutralism is that neutral 
mutations should occur by chance and become randomly fixed in different populations, so that the 
alleles present in highest frequency in one population should bear no relationship to those 
dominating in some different locality. Yet the data clearly showed the same pattern of 
polymorphism in population after population.23 The neutralists were able to counter this to some 
extent by arguing that a small amount of migration between the different populations could cancel 
out any differentiation tending to arise between them.23 Nonetheless, this was again an ad hoc 
assumption, made for the specific purpose of maintaining the neutralist position, and as such33 
had to be regarded with skepticism.  

 
HETEROZYGOSITY 
 
Such problems began to make the neutralists‘ viewpoint look very dubious indeed but, 

fortunately for them, other molecular data began to arise in its support. Particularly important was 
the finding of a widespread heterozygosity within populations — i.e. the occurrence of a different 
gene variant at each of the two genetic loci present within each chromosome pair of any one 
individual — and this was found not only within the odd species here and there, but over a wide 
variety of them.34 It was one thing to accept some sort of diversifying natural selection as an 
explanation of such different gene variants between populations of species separated by wide 
geographic distances (i.e. polymorphism), but quite another to account for any extensive 
heterozygosity within the individuals among those populations. According to classical selection 
theory, the gene pool of any population in equilibrium with its environment should be homozygous 
for the adaptive gene at virtually every locus, and heterozygous for mutant alleles only at a very 
small number of genetic sites12 But electrophoretic mobility studies showed a protein 
heterozygosity as high as 18% in some populations,23 far too high to be explained by any of the 
classical natural selection processes,23 particularly bearing in mind that the total number of genetic 
loci capable of exhibiting such heterozygosity was probably relatively restricted.23  

 
 
The Selectionsist response 
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The selectionists on their part attempted to explain heterozygosity in a number of ways, as 

follows:  
 
1. Diversification. This approach had it that migration between different populations adapted 

to different environments could, in any dynamic situation, account for at least some 
heterozygosity.23 But it is doubtful if it could explain it all, and in any event it did not solve the 
genetic load problem.  

 
2. Balanced polymorphism.  Heterozygosity and polymorphism was considered by this 

school as being held balanced in some sort of stable equilibrium by special forms of natural 
selection. Essentially ways of seeing that view emerged.  

a). Heterosis 
This first view was so-called heterosis (hybrid vigour, or over-dominance), where the 

heterozygous form of the allele was deemed capable of conferring a superiority or selective 
advantage on the individual in one of two general ways. First, the presence of two different 
gene products from each half of any gene pair might allow the heterozygote to become 
adapted to a much wider variety of environments (as in the case of, say, two different allelic 
forms of a protein enzyme having different thermal and biochemical characteristics), so as to 
be highly relevant to the process of diversifying natural selection.29 Alternatively, the hybrid 
itself might confer selective advantage, either in a general way as by altering the phenotype 
and with it, say, disease resistance, or by the product of the two loci hybridising to produce a 
mutually superior protein form (as would be possible in the case of protein enzymes that form 
dimers29. In their support, proponents of this view pointed to specific examples of undoubted 
hybrid superiority,12 the first being in the field of artificial selection in plants,12 where 
hybridisation is known to be capable of improving stock; and the second, from the animal 
world, where heterozygosity for sickle cell anaemia is well-known to confer the selective 
advantage of malaria resistance.12  

These were fascinating examples of a potentially important selective mechanism 
undoubtedly capable of producing balanced polymorphism and heterozygosity, but whether it 
occured with any frequency in nature was very uncertain. As Lewontin has pointed out, ―it is no 
use trotting out that tired old Bucephalus, sickle-cell anaemia, as proof that single-locus 
heterosis can exist . . .   ―if balancing selection Is so common‘, the neo-classicists say, ‗why do 
you always end up talking about sickle cell anaemia.‘‖ 23 And whilst it may be true that under 
particular environmental conditions some degree of heterozygosis does confer hybrid vigour, 
above a certain level additional heterozygosity does not improve it further.12 Also, even if some 
mutations did become integrated into a population on account of their relatively favourable 
heterozygous effects, the problem of genetic load was far from solved, and may even have 
been aggravated.12 This is because the maintenance of any heterotic polymorphism imposes a 
persistent genetic load on the population due to the inevitable occurrence of relatively ill-
adapted homozygotes with each generation. For example, Dobzhansky and colleagues 
calculated even that with only a very slightly reduced fitness of the homozygote (say 2%), and 
the not unreasonable assumption that there may be 100 or more polymorphic genes in each 
individual, the loss of fitness and consequent genetic burden imposed would be so high as to 
require, under Haldane‘s rule, the eventual genetic death of approximately 2/3rds of the whole 
population. ―It becomes doubtful that any species, even one generating very large numbers of 
progeny, can withstand such losses‖.12 ―No wonder that partisans of the (old) classical theory 
of genetic population structure . . . believed heterotic balanced polymorphisms to be rare and 
of little significance in evolution‖.12  

b). Frequency-dependent Selection  
One postulated way of achieving a stable polymorphism and heterozygosity by natural 

selection that did not necessarily impose a significant genetic load was frequency-dependent 
selection, whereby a genotype was favoured when rare, but discriminated against whenever it 
became common.10,23 The most often quoted example of this in nature was polymorphism for 
shell patterns in land snails.10,35 There, it was suggested that bird predators learned to search 
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for snails of a common appearance, and so kill off a disproportionately high percentage of the 
frequent varieties, leaving behind the relatively rare. In this model, Darwinian fitness of any 
given pattern decreased as that form became more frequent in the population. Since fitness of 
homozygotes would also be a decreasing function of frequency, it was held that there would 
be no fitness differences at equilibrium at all, and thus no genetic load. On the other hand, 
strong fitness differences would arise as soon as there was any movement away from 
equilibrium, and in this way a stable polymorphism might be maintained.23 This, too, was a 
potential mechanism for arriving at a stable polymorphism, and one for which a number of 
examples were proposed,23 but just how much it actually applied to population genetics in 
nature was again very uncertain. 
 
 
 
UPDATED EVOLUTIONARY MODELS 
 
 
Neutralism become Polyallelic mutational equilibrium 
 
 Although it might have seemed overall34,36,37 that the neutralists had the best explanation 

for polymorphism and heterozygosity within populations, there remained many difficulties with their 
explanations as well. For example, in their original formulations,34,36,37 the neutralists predicted that 
there should be a continuing increase in both polymorphism and heterozygosity with increasing 
population size whereas, in reality, very little change was actually observed.37 Again, however, a 
slight ad hoc adjustment to the original theory that allowed many apparently neutral mutations to in 
fact be very slightly deleterious, seemed to save the day. From that assumption King and Ohta 
developed the model of polyallelic mutational equilibrium which achieved similar levels of 
polymorphism in populations both large and small but by different means — very slightly 
deleterious mutations being recognised by nature and selected against in the larger populations, 
but being allowed to drift and become more randomly fixed in smaller ones through the lack of any 
substantial action of natural selection to eliminate them.37,38  

 
A Problem:  The Speed of Evolution 
 
The neutralists may therefore had seemed to be winning the molecular battle, but they still 

appeared unlikely to have triumphed overall in the war of evolutionary theory. It had to be 
conceded that classical Darwinian theories could not be entirely valid, because they were unable 
to adequately resolve the dilemma of genetic load. But as Dobzhansky and colleagues pointed 
out, the problem of understanding how the ―seeming deluge of genetic variability‖ was maintained 
in populations is far from solved by this invalidation. On the contrary, it became ―an ever stronger 
challenge to evolutionists‖.12 And even in its more updated versions,37 neutralism hardly offered a 
very attractive alternative, especially as it predicted rates of evolution which were suspiciously 
slow in comparison with that actually observed. King gave an example.18 If we make the usual 
assumptions about mutation rates, we can calculate that a species with an effective population 
size of, say, one million will have to wait at least a thousand years before any specific adaptive 
mutant will occur in just one of its members. Even then, most of the mutant alleles will be lost,24 so 
that there will probably be a delay of something in the order of 4 million years before we could 
expect a specific favourable mutant to become fixed. By that time, it is highly likely that the 
environment and the background genotype would have changed, and therefore the selection co-
efficient for the new mutation. ―If this can be said to be an evolutionary mechanism at all, it is 
surely a very inefficient one‖.18 Species with very large population sizes, such as some insects, 
might be able to evolve to some extent under it, but those with smaller populations would not be at 
all likely to do so; yet the fact is that they evolve just the same.18  

 
 
Further Selectionist views 
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The neutralists‘ solution to the genetic load problem that linked evolutionary theory with 

Haldane‘s dilemma, had been merely to sever the Gordian knot connecting them, and declare that 
rather than being deleterious, most mutations were selectively neutral. On the other hand, 
traditional evolutionists found this totally unacceptable, and continued to maintain that the 
widespread molecular variation observed in both space and time throughout evolution could still 
be explained by mechanisms of natural selection. But they, too, had to find their own way through 
the horns of Haldane‘s dilemma before their case would be credible. This some now tried to do by 
suggesting that selection might not be nearly so rigid as normally envisaged under classical 
Darwinian mechanisms, and/or that some of the assumptions underlying Haldane‘s calculations 
might not always be completely valid — particularly the assumption that gene substitutions in 
nature necessarily act independently of one another. 

 
1. Flexible Selection 

In classical Darwinian selection, any individual carrying a defective gene would be 
eliminated by the rigors of natural selection, often before reaching adulthood and reproductive 
life, with the result that the gene in question would quickly disappear from genetic circulation. 
However, it was now suggested that, in reality, competition in nature might not always be so 
fierce, and that as a consequence selection might be relatively ‗flexible‘10 or ‗soft‘.‘23,39 Under 
this view, it would remain true that highly deleterious genes, for example those causing 
sterility, would be eliminated from the genetic pool no matter how accommodating the 
environmental circumstances. But less deleterious ones not normally tolerated in the harshest 
circumstances, might well survive and be reproduced where there was a lesser competition for 
natural resources, with the result that a wide range of less-than-optimal genetic mutants could 
be maintained in the population as a whole. This stance envisaged gene survival and 
propagation as a result of interaction between the gene itself and its environment, with the 
consequence that the kind of genetic load which could never be tolerated in a hostile 
environment might in this way be maintained in a more accommodating one. Such ‗soft‘ 
selection was suggested as an explanation of at least some polymorphism. 

 
2. Threshold Selection Models 

Threshold, plateau, or truncation models of natural selection arose as an extension of this 
view. First, the concept of flexible selection gave rise to mathematical models proposing that, 
in circumstances where there was only mild competition for relatively plentiful resources, 
natural selection might act to in effect impose thresholds of Darwinian fitness for particular 
genotypes, below which individuals would be culled or eliminated, and above which relative 
lack of competition would allow a whole range of genotypes to be maintained within the 
genetic pool.30,31,40-42 Second, it was recognised that, contrary to the assumptions implicit in 
Haldane‘s original calculations,17 many gene substitutions might not act independently from 
others at all, because in practice the unit of natural selection was almost certainly the 
individual rather than separate genetic loci.43 As a result, survival under any circumstance of 
competition would be determined by the various phenotypic characteristics, each of which 
consisted of the net effect of a whole range of different genotype functions. For example, 
whether a bird survived the winter might depend on its position in the peck order, and this in 
turn could be influenced by genes affecting a broad range of characteristics, including its 
behaviour, physique, disease resistance, etc., so that fitness in this respect now became the 
mean of all genotype actions bearing on this characteristic.30  

In these models, provided mean fitness for any important characteristic did not fall below 
threshold, individual genes contributing to it that might be quite deleterious in a given 
environment when viewed in isolation, could now survive and be propagated, so that the range 
of genotypic variation for fitness able to be maintained within the population as a whole might 
be very broad indeed. It was suggested that this became especially important when the 
population found itself in some different environment, for it would then have a much broader 
genotypic repertoire from which to respond and adapt, with previously deleterious genes now 
perhaps becoming relatively favoured.31 
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Such models may have offered real promise for those wishing to pursue traditional evolutionist 

lines, but it would be wrong to suggest that they were sufficient alone. Indeed, right from the outset 
they ran up against quite serious criticisms. For example, it was recognised that the maintenance 
of any array of less-than-optimally adapted genotypes within a population must always impose 
some genetic load, and one that should become manifest either when the selection pressure 
intensified, or when inbreeding occured to produce homozygosity at one or a number of different 
genetic loci. The latter was an experimental situation which could be and was tested23 and there, it 
emerged that the degree of depression in a population following inbreeding was compatible with 
only a very minor amount of inferiority of mutant gene forms (e.g. in the case of heterosis, a 
reduction in fitness of the homozygote of less than 1%). Such a view took the selectionists too 
close to neutralism for comfort.  

 
So overall, though the threshold models of selection made important points, they still did not 

resolve the paradox that there was far too much polymorphism in natural populations to be 
explained by selective mechanisms.23 It had long been recognised that accounting for the rest, in 
the threshold no less than other selection models, required the steady input of a supply of new and 
favourable mutations over evolutionary time.31 This was hard enough to achieve with the more 
rigid models of selection due to the high ‗cost‘ of culling the bulk of deleterious mutants along the 
way. However, paradoxically, it was at least theoretically possible in a way difficult to imagine 
under the more flexible models of selection, where survival depended as much on environment as 
genotype,23,30,42 with some even quite deleterious genes being well tolerated. There seemed little 
point either in postulating that genes relatively deleterious in one environment might become 
favoured in another, because the chances of this in the case of random gene substitution would be 
so small as to be virtually negligible — unless there were to be some sort of prior process sorting 
the mutants before natural selection began to act. Therefore, although the truncation models of 
selection might have been applicable contrived situations such as artificial breeding,18,30 where 
there was an overseeing hand to manipulate conditions, it was doubtful if they could have a 
widespread applicability in nature, at least in their then-envisaged forms. 

 
 
OTHER PROBLEMS 
 
 
Non-randomness of DNA Substitution 
 
Despite their deficiencies, the threshold or truncation models of selection did at least try to 

come to grips with the fundamental problem that evolution seemed to be an orderly and 
opportunistic process. Their general approach of attempting to reconcile available data with 
previous selectionist views, through challenging some of the assumptions upon which Haldane‘s 
dilemma was based, seemed to provide one of the few realistic approaches to solving the 
evolutionary problem overall. Neutralism might have provided an easy way out, but as a 
philosophy was far too negative to account for the enormous variety and polymorphism seen in 
living forms, and for the speed of evolution in time. As more and more evolutionary data arose, it 
also became clear that there was a great deal, even in the molecular field, that neutralism found 
difficult to explain. Most prominent in this respect is the evidence for an apparent non-randomness 
in DNA nucleotide substitution itself.18,23,30 Clarke, for example, showed that any given amino-acid 
in protein is much more likely to be substituted by another of similar physico-chemical 
characteristics during evolution than would be expected from chance alone.44 In the same vein, 
Subak-Sharpe found by ―nearest neighbour‖ analysis of eukaryotic viruses, that doublet 
frequencies within DNA were non-random.45 Others reached similar conclusions from statistical 
analyses.18,37 Of course, the neutralists were not to be put off by these finding, but as Lewontin 
pointed out,23 their line of argument in retaliation was as revealing of the sociology of the debate 
as it was about its logic, because the neutralists now came to broaden their hypothetical base to 
interpret these very same conflicting data in their favour.18,28 This they did by extending their view 
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of neutralism to include neutralism of effect. Thus, they now embraced not only random amino 
acid substitution within areas of protein molecules that did not contribute to function, but non-
random substitution - by amino acids of similar kind - within others areas that did.28 In this way, the 
evidence of Clarke44 and Subak Sharpe45 was subsumed by the neutralists under their own 
umbrella and claimed as in support of their own views.28 Thus, to quote Lewontin: ―The 
neoclassicists (as essentially ‗neo-neutralists‘) have the best of both worlds. Both randomness and 
non-randomness are interpreted as evidence in their favour. But they do not tell us what 
observations might not confirm the theory‖.23 Indeed, their theoretical base became so broad as to 
be capable of encompassing virtually any data, effectively all things to all men. Because of this, 
and because of the fact that they arrived at this position largely by making continued ad hoc 
adjustments to their original view, this extended version of neutralism had to be regarded, on 
Popperian grounds,33 as highly suspect. 

The real difficulty was that the neutralists were not alone in this exercise, because ad hoc 
adjustments were made to theories on both sides, as each tried to accommodate the new data 
within its own framework, so that eventually the whole exercise seemed to have became reduced 
to one of ―number-juggling‖23 that could be made to support virtually any preconception whatever. 
Moreover, these adjustments took what were once two clearly separate views to the point where it 
was difficult to identify any ground separating them. Compare, for example, the way both sides 
would now tolerated the maintenance of many slightly deleterious gene substitutions within 
populations, on the one hand by the neutralists adopting the view that many of the mutations 
themselves were slightly deleterious to begin with, as in the polyallelic mutational equilibrium 
model37 and by traditional neodarwinists on the other maintaining that selection processes may be 
much less rigid than previously supposed, as in the threshold models.30,31 Because of this, the 
study of molecular population genetics entered a new phase in which hypothesis testing became 
even more difficult, because rival theories made less distinguishable sets of predictions‖.38 
Nonetheless, at close of the 20th century, the position taken by each side seemed to remain as 
opposed as ever. Lewontin summed up the dilemma well: ―Is the large amount of standing genetic 
variation in populations a consequence of some form of variation-preserving natural selection, 
such as over-dominance or frequency-dependent selection, or is the variation simply what one 
would expect from the random accumulation of selectively neutral mutations reaching intermediate 
frequencies by genetic drift?‖32 

 
Of course, some believed that the eventual point of resolution to the problems of evolutionary 

theory will lie somewhere between these two broad views, traditionalist and neutralist, so that any 
pathway which brought them closer together would be helpful. In one sense, this was almost 
certainly true, but much data remained which could not be explained by either view, so it seemed 
likely that new ways of seeing each would be required before any resolution could take place. 
Studies from other fields complicated the situation even further.  

 
 
Eukaryotic DNA Organisation 
 
Here, there arose the peculiar finding that only a very small amount of vertebrate DNA coded 

for either structural or functional aspects of the cell make-up. The rest, of uncertain origin, was 
thought to be largely non-informational.24 DNA also showed huge variation in amount between 
different species, and one, moreover, which correlated only very poorly with the degree of 
evolutionary development of the species concerned. First, the cell of the bullfrog was known to 
contain 2.5 times as much DNA as that of man, while the lungfish cell had a DNA content 17 times 
that of the human, and almost 60 times that of the pike.27 Second, vertebrate DNA as a whole 
showed a marked tendency for non-random organisation and nucleotide base sequence 
substitution throughout evolution.18 As already discussed, the deterministic influence of natural 
selection might have accounted for this in those parts of DNA which coded for functionally-
significant proteins, but it was hard to see how it could do so in the vast areas of non-informational 
DNA. Because of this, it began to look as if there were a large and heretofore unexpected element 
of non-randomness in DNA mutation itself18( see also Chapter 10). 
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Another surprising observation difficult to explain, was that many codons appeared to undergo 
a highly variable period during some stages of their evolution when, for example, successive 
substitutions occured24 giving rise to gene duplications24 and repetitive gene sequences,46 often 
many in number.47 None of these phenomena were at all explained by any then evolutionary view, 
whether a variation on the traditionalist or neutralist themes. And even the late 20th century 
designation of much non-informational DNA in higher species as genetic ‗junk‘, formed as a 
byproduct of the action of so-called ‗selfish‘ genes,48,49 did not, as we shall see later, explain a 
great deal. 

 
Biochemical Evolution 
 
Apart from difficulties with concepts of DNA organisation, both traditionalist and neutralist 

views encountered very real problems at the molecular level, even within functional proteins. Thus, 
in the higher reaches of evolution, it was hard to understand how any improvement could ever 
have been brought about in proteins that were biochemically already highly-sophisticated, merely 
by a process of single amino acid substitution, be it subsequently sorted by natural selection or 
otherwise.50,51 Even if it were to be postulated that several independent mutations would be 
necessary to make important evolutionary changes in protein function, there would still be the 
problem Darwin himself faced, viz. of how the any initial substitution could remain fixed within the 
population long enough for the others to arrive, when it appeared to be only the final combination 
of changes taken together that conferred selective advantage.50 Darwin‘s view4 was that, on the 
contrary, each stage does confer some subtle, albeit undetectable, selective advantage (see also 
Dawkins2). Yet despite all the information that had accumulated since his time, there was still no 
firm indication that this was the case. 

Not that the neutralists had any better explanation. They now tended to invoke gene 
duplication as the crucial aspect of evolution of new biochemical function,21,28 whereby it was 
suggested that the duplicated gene was set free to ‗experiment‘ with nucleotide substitutions, 
leaving the old protein function to be carried on intact by the unchanged operation of the original 
gene. But though duplicated genes and other altered gene forms such as ‗pseudogenes‘ 
undoubtedly do arise and undergo much neutral mutational change,52 this did not explain how any 
improvement in function could be achieved at the highest level of biochemical organisation by 
random unselected mutational events, especially when it was again probable that more than one 
substitution would be required.53  

 
Most who analysed the situation closely,51,53,54 believed that success in this sort of ‗experiment‘ 

could only be obtained at the very primitive level, as in small and short-lived species with high 
effective population number.54 Yet the increasing evidence was that polymorphism was very 
widespread, even in the highest of species, 25 and that amino acid changes occurred frequently in 
proteins at that level in a way that could detectably alter their functions without having any 
disastrous consequences.29 Clearly, there was need for a much better way of understanding how 
such a favourable situation could come about than was offered by either the neutralist or the 
traditionalist views. 

 
Macro-Evolution 
 
It was perhaps at the macroscopic, morphologic, or phenotypic level that evolutionary theories 

were seen to be at their most deficient. There, the more it was studied, the less there looked to be 
any important role for single amino acid substitutions, and the more the whole process resembled 
one of shuffling of whole blocks or modules of genetic material, whereby linked genes responsible 
for particular functions or ‗domains‘ of function, were brought together under different regions of 
genetic control.46,50 At this level, evolution often tended to take on the appearance of genetic 
tinkering,55 whereby nature seemed to use, in an almost opportunistic way, whatever previously-
processed parts happened to be available at the time. For example, the eye, which is structured 
on the three modular principles of the pinhole, the lens, and the tube, has evolved a great many 
times during evolutionary history. But although the separate modules have been similar on each 
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occasion in species as different as vertebrates and molluscs, the way they have been put together 
to form the end organ has been very different.55 In this respect, evolution at the phenotypic level 
did not seem to be bothered by matters of detail. Rather it seemed to work, in Jacob‘s view,55 on 
whatever parts were generally available at the time, either transforming them to give some new 
function, or combining several different functions together to produce a more complex whole.  

The impressiveness of this potential for gene re-organisation at the whole organismal level 
stimulated the pursuit of possible mechanisms to explain it at the molecular one. This led to the 
idea that there might be regulatory or controlling genes at the highest level of DNA organisation to 
act as master switches controlling the initiation, termination, modulation and/or expression of 
individual genes, or sets of genes.46,50,56 This allowed the possibility that different gene functions 
might be brought together and expressed in a relatively orderly way under some general umbrella 
of common genetic control. This, in turn, might promote the sort of genetic tinkering and modular 
DNA shuffling process envisaged by Jacob,55 through an alteration or extension of the sphere of 
influence of such genetic controlling master switches. Theoretically, such alteration could be 
brought about in two general ways. The first was from some change or mutation in the master 
switching gene itself that led to an extension of its sphere of influence to other normally quite-
separate sets of genes.50 In this way, for example, a change in some regulatory gene that brought 
two previously quite separate embryonic limb buds under the one genetic control might give rise to 
a jointed limb of great selective advantage.50 In the same vein, a change or ‗mutation‘ in a master 
switch which gave rise to a gene coding for additional skin within the same sphere of influence as 
that determining the growth and development of the embryonic limb buds might produce a 
mechanism very useful in gliding, and thereby a primitive bat. The second general possibility was 
that, rather than alteration occurring in the master switching gene itself, there might be a process 
of gene translocation which physically brought one gene or set of genes under the influence of a 
different and completely unchanged genetic master switch. 

This latter idea was born of the possibility that there may be much more mobility within the 
eukaryotic genome than was suspected, promoted perhaps by the presence of special ‗highly-
repetitive‘ DNA sequences46 - which we will discuss later. In this mode, all the emphasis would be 
on a process of physical chromosomal shuffling of the DNA responsible for different domains of 
function, in a way that brought old genetic regions under new sets of genetic controls. And there 
was no doubt that if such a process did occur in the higher reaches of evolution to any significant 
extent, it would provide a powerful basis for the introduction of widespread evolutionary novelty.46 
For example, if the gene responsible for the coding of, say, the haem domain of haemoglobin were 
to be brought under the control of a gene that normally orchestrated the development of skeletal 
muscle protein, a very useful myoglobin oxygen fixing system might emerge to give the real boost 
of aerobic metabolism to muscle power. Whether this indeed is the way myoglobin arose is 
another matter, but it does illustrate the potential power of this mechanism to promote modular 
genetic shuffling and create evolutionary novelty, even greater perhaps than in those theories 
which invoked mutations within the genetic master switching genes themselves.21,50  

 
There was no doubt that these views about macro-evolution offered a great deal. Moreover, as 

we shall see, there was increasing evidence for an important role of gene regulation within higher 
eukaryotic organisms,46,56 as well as accumulating data that the eukaryotic genome might have 
considerable internal mobility,57-59 and indeed of a type that would lend itself admirably to the sort 
of modular genetic shuffling process required.58,60 Just how the different genes or sets of genes 
might be brought together and stably maintained under such circumstances, though, was not 
clear. In some cases it was thought possibly due to their becoming linked physically together in 
‗‗linkage disequilibrium‘‘ as ―correlated blocks‖ of stable genes61 or ‗supergenes‘62 by mechanisms 
such as chromosomal inversion which inhibit DNA recombination during meiosis.10 In other cases, 
as with the immunoglobulin genes, it was postulated to be due to the occurrence of molecular re-
arrangements of genetic DNA.63 But such physical linkage did not appear to be essential for the 
functional joining of separate genes under common genetic control. It became known, for 
example, that many eukaryotic protein-coding genes had large stretches of intervening DNA 
sequences (introns) that did not contribute at all to the final protein product (see Robertson;64 Ch. 
10 below), hence providing a basis for facilitating of gene component ‗shuffling‘.65 
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These views about the nature of the macro-evolutionary process were important beginnings, 

but it must be emphasized that they were only the shells of ideas, and not at all complete theories 
solidly supported by molecular evolutionary fact. In addition, even as theories, they contained 
loopholes. Thus, in the case that proposed an important role for mutations in the master switching 
genes,50 it was difficult to see, at least in higher species, how any random molecular substitution 
could ever cause a sufficiently sophisticated change at the level of genetic control so as to lead to 
a better coordination of gene function than already existed, in the same way that no orchestra 
conductor could ever hope to make any real improvement to a musical performance merely by 
introducing some random spastic tic! Therefore, whilst it was theoretically possible that single 
random mutations could create evolutionary novelty at this level,10 the probability of this happening 
must have been vanishingly small. To be effective, such mutations would have to be very special 
indeed, if they were to avoid the consequence of merely being a random spanner choking up a 
very sophisticated piece of controlling machinery. In the case of the second view where it was 
proposed that DNA translocation may bring together separate genes under a common genetic 
control,46 there remained the problem of understanding just how this might be brought about, and 
how general genetic stability could be maintained in its presence. 

 
END HISTORICAL SECTION 
 
CURRENT DAY VIEWS OF EVOLUTIONARY MECHANISMS 
 
When I set out to review this chapter, I anticipated that, once I had taken present day data into 

account, new and better theories would become apparent. In a word, they have not. And indeed I 
would have spared you from the above historical section if they had. There have certainly been 
many new proposals, mostly variations on themes already considered, but few real advances.  

 
Population genetics 
 
Neutralism 
The neutral theory has had many variants, as in the ‗unified neutral theory of biodiversity,‘ 66-69 

‗constructive neutralism,‘70 and the ‗nearly neutral‘ theory,71 none very convincing.32,66,68,72 Despite 
this, it seems to have remained as an important framework for much research in population 
genetics and molecular evolution.73  

 
Neodarwinist views.  
These have come in yet more guises. Examples include the ‗extended modern synthesis,‘74-76 

multilevel selection,77-79 accelerated selection,80,81 systems dynamics theory,82,83 population size 
models,84 information theory,85 group selection,86 problematic adaptionism,87-89 positive vs. 
negative selection,86 gene evolution and its problems,90 cost selection,91 co-evolution,92-94  
sociobiology,95 and ‗disruptive selection,‘96 to name a few. These have been interesting, but have 
not deeply improved our understanding of the origin of evolutionary novelty, as will be evident from 
the critiques included with the above references.  

 
Interpreting Recent Molecular Biology 
 
At the molecular level, there have been many fascinating developments regarding the curious 

make up of our DNA, which we will be discussing in detail in the chapters that follow. Some of the 
findings show promising prospects for understanding evolution, but some caution is necessary. 
The first is about recent work suggesting that non protein-coding regions of transcribed RNA may 
have a high-order effect to regulate gene transcription and function.97 This is intriguing data, but as 
with the suggestions on repetitive DNA before it,46 finely tuned regulation of DNA does not 
necessarily provide the evolutionary novelty we seek, especially having regard to Haldane‘s rule 
and the speed of evolution in time.32,87,88  
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"But tell me, tell me! speak again, 
Thy soft response renewing -  
What makes that ship drive on so fast? 
What is the ocean doing?"98  

 
Second, much new knowledge on molecular evolution is interpreted in either a positive or 

negative Darwinian light, indeed sometimes both.99,100 That, of course, won‘t surprise the 
neutralists, as Hahn reflects,73 but it is as interesting to the sociology of the evolutionary debate as 
it is to evolutionary theory itself.  

 
UNDERSTANDING THE EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS 
 
Neutral theories and neodarwinist theories are essentially from the same mould. The 

neodarwinists have it that nature works by selecting whatever random DNA mutations arise, with 
the environment gradually adapting the genome. Neutral theories are no less driven by ideas of 
natural selection, but this time with neutral mutations drifting to find their most accommodating 
ecological niches, so as to their feet as it were.i It is important to note that, in both views, Nature is 
held to be essential to the selection process.  

 
Neodarwinist theories are also interesting in the same sense. They present themselves in one 

or another Natural selection light, of course, but what is surprising is that this is the almost reflex 
reaction to even the most bizarre of new findings. What seems to happen is that such data as do 
not initially fit the selectionist view are eventually given names with natural selection overtones, 
and thereafter accepted, seemingly without question. Positive or accelerated evolution99,101 is the 
most obvious example because, as Gould and Lewontin have pointed out,87 functional differences 
cannot automatically be equated to adaptive change.87,88 The term ‗positive evolution‘ has actually 
explained nothing. ‗Parallel evolution‘ is another example. The highly improbable finding of closely 
similar species in geographically quite separate sites beggars belief in natural selection terms, yet 
once named ‗parallel evolution,‘ it was accepted as part of the broad spectrum of that process. 
Similarly the exceedingly erratic progression of some evolving species,102 seeming to so violate 
the Darwinist dictum: ―Natura non facit saltum,‘ once tagged ‗punctuated evolution,‘103 was 
accepted as part of mainstream natural selection. Again, nothing was explained by that label, yet 
all debate thereafter seemed to fade. The same is true of genomic ‗spring cleaning‘104 where 
extensive gene ‗conversion‘104 occurs between closely related species over very short evolutionary 
time frames. This is curious indeed, but once named ‗concerted evolution,‘104 was also accepted 
into the fold. Once more, the term explained almost nothing, yet the process of naming seems to 
have allowed it to become embraced within the general modus operandi of natural selection. Even 
such apparently neo-Lamarchian proposals as epigenetic evolution,105  has been constured as 
neodarwinist by some.106 My compatriot and colleague, Ted Steele,107,108 certainly incurred the 
wrath of the establishment109,110  in proposing an evolutionary mechanism that was not only neo-
Lamarckian but also violated Weismann‘s law of passage of DNA only from germ line to soma, 
never the reverse.111 Yet his findings and inferences111,112 were fascinating, as some now 
acknowledge, though with little in the way of attribution.  

 
This whole process of naming and denying is what I mean by the sociology of the evolutionary 

debate. In an important sense, all evolutionary thinking since Darwin, be it neodarwinist, neutral, or 
otherwise, is anchored in the natural selection tradition. So much so that Dobzhansky‘s dictum: 
‗Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution,‘113 might now be rephrased:  

‗Nothing in evolution makes sense except in the light of natural selection.‘  
Now, I would be the last to reject Darwin‘s views, but much can be questioned, especially 

given the emerging molecular biological data of this 21st century, and particularly if we wish to get 
to a destination of a root understanding of the origin and speed of evolution.  

 

                                                 
i Given the huge number of ‗ecological niches‘ required to drive genuine novelty from such neutral 

mutational change, one must ask: ‗Where is the evidence that they all exist?‘ 
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There is an old story about a tourist driving on a country road in Ireland, who says to an old 

man leaning over a farm gate,  
―Can you tell me the way to Tipperary?‖, only to receive the reply,  
―No — if I wanted to go to Tipperary, I wouldn‘t even start from here‖. 
 
In more serious vein, this is now my position on neodardwinism:  
―If I wanted to understand the mechanism of evolution, I wouldn‘t even start from natural 

selection‖ 
Blasphemy of blasphemies? Well maybe, but I do think that if we were to be honest, we would 

have to admit to at least two reasons why we, as a scientific community, usually so questioning, 
have deemed this topic verboten. The first is the lack of any credible alternative theory, as we see 
it. But more importantly, I somehow think we fear that the creationists may indeed be making 
some valid points, so that we find it convenient to hide behind the Richard Dawkins of this world, 
and other defenders of the faith who cast themselves in the manner of Thomas Huxley, as latter 
day apologists for what has essentially become Darwin‘s Law. Why else would there ever be an 
academic chair, and an Oxford chair at that, founded for ‗The Public Understanding of Science.‘ 
We must feel very insecure!  

 
Conclusion 
 
 The term Neodarwinism was first coined by George Romanes in1895, and so has now been 

the dominant paradigm for more than 115 years. I suggest that though still useful, natural selection 
has become a tired metaphor for the 21st Century. Wallace and Darwin essentially suggested that 
man‘s success in artificial selection reflected how Nature had been performing all along. I hold to 
the view, first put forward in 1977,3,114,115 that a more appropriate metaphor for the present day is 
that what man achieves by artificial genetic engineering, Nature has been doing ever since life 
began. It is Nature, and not Man, who is the master natural genetic engineer.  

We will take up this point further in the next chapter.  
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